Note: at the bottom of each web/app page, should identify the company that is
publishing the page
Cookie Notice
This notice describes how we use tracking technologies (such as cookies) on our digital
platforms, what visitor information is automatically collected, and how you can accept or
refuse the tracking technologies we use.
Why do you use tracking technologies?
We use tracking technologies on our digital platforms:
•

to make them work, or work more efficiently

•

to provide our digital platforms with enhanced functionality

•

to provide reporting information to understand how visitors use our digital platforms

What are cookies?
Cookies are an example of a tracking technology. They are small text files that are placed
on your computer when you visit a digital platform, which are then used as a means of
identifying your computer for the purposes described below.
Cookies set by the owner of a digital platform are called “first party cookies”. Cookies set
by other people are called “third party cookies”. Third party cookies enable the third party
to provide features or functionality on or through the digital platform (like analytics,
advertising and videos). The parties that set these third party cookies can recognize your
computer both when it visits our digital platform, and when it visits certain other digital
platforms.
What information do your tracking technologies collect? Can I control whether you use
them?
We use tracking technologies to collect certain information about the computers that
access (and therefore the visitors that use) our digital platforms. The table below shows the
types of information, and how you can control whether the information is collected:
Ty p e
of
How you can control
information
the use
collected

Category of Purpose of
technology
technology

Example of use

provide the
S t r i c t l y digital platform
necessary
and its features

Because this is
the computer’s IP
essential to operate
display content on address, browser
the digital platform
your device properly t y p e , s c r e e n
and its services, you
resolution
can not opt out.

Functionality

provide the
digital platform
and its features
in a convenient
way

remember who you
are,
your
preferences and your
settings, so you
don’t need to enter
them each time you
change page, such
as:
• if you sign in to a
secure area
• if you select a
p r e f e r r e d
language
• if you select
regional settings

the computer’s IP
address, together
with preference
information you
e n t e r, s u c h a s
l a n g u a g e
preferences or
region

To learn how to opt
out of functionality
cookies using your
browser settings click
here.
Note that opting out
may impact the
functionality you
receive when using
the digital platform.
To l e a r n h o w t o
manage privacy and
storage settings for
Flash cookies click
here.

Category of Purpose of
technology
technology

Example of use

Ty p e
of
How you can control
information
the use
collected

Performance a l l o w u s t o
measuremen improve the way
t
the site operates

understand how
people use our
platform, or how
well it performs.
However, we receive
only anonymous
i n form a t i on from
these technologies:
the information they
collect is reduced so
that it identifies
only the area where
you are located,
then aggregated,
before we receive it.

How many people
visit, from where
they come to our
digital platform,
and how they use
our
digital
p l a t f o r m
(including the
most popular
pages, how people
move around the
site, how long
they spend on the
site,
error
messages, and so
on).

serve targeted
advertising to
the user engages
third parties to
track
and
Targeting or analyse use and
advertising
v o l u m e
statistical
information
from individuals
who visit the
digital platform

IP addresses and
other information
from web beacons
(these can be on
the
digital
platform, in emails, or on third
party digital
platforms).

You can opt out of
performance cookies
using your browser
settings; note that
how you do this
varies from browser
to browser, so please
visit your browser’s
help menu.
Alternatively, click
here.

To learn more about
these and other
advertising networks
and their opt-out
instructions,
click here and here.
To l e a r n h o w t o
manage privacy and
storage settings for
Flash cookies, click
here.

